Safety Meeting 11-14-19
Members in Attendance: Ed Swan, Tracey and Jeneraye Graham, Diana Roederer, Tim Smith, Tim
Neubauer, C.J. Caruth, John Lawerance, Jennifer Tornero

Range Reports:
Tim Smith, Facilities
Timer on the big bore range is broken, will fix tomorrow. Other than the road stuff going on, nothing
else much. E-blast to notify members of range closure and limited access due to road paving.
Further discussed the cleaning service and how well they are doing.
The range committees will be keeping up the ranges. Major stuff will be done on Sunday clean up. Tim
S. will be fixing broken items. Committees and range chairs are responsible for removing broken stands
and trash. Targets will also be built on clean up Sundays. This will be a 2-month pilot program in lieu of
hiring a handy man.
Access system will be proposed at the Dec membership meeting. Will be not to exceed $43,000
presented by Tracey or Jonathon, as Tim S will be on vacation.
CJ., Jr Pistol and Rifle
All is going well, JR pistol still has enough ammunition for its program. Will find out in Feb. if we get the
NRA grants.
Diana reported per Ray, they had their first safety violation. Due to the violation she was finished for
the evening. It was turned into a teaching moment for all.
Tracey, pistol
Wanted to know if he could get access to quad and trailer for the trash. Tim said he would run a training
class. Also reported how well SASP did at the Mojave steel match. Out of 23 shooters overall the kids
ranged from 5th place to 13th.
Nothing to report from archery or rifle.
Ed let us know that Willis works for Hesperia School District and said someone approached him about
starting a trap program. Ed told him to get the details and let us know. Tim suggests the SASP clay
program.
Diana said the remote range program monitoring is going well. We learned a lot yesterday from the
meeting, we will be showing less video and keeping it a simpler process. She needs easier access to the
stored sign in sheets and would like to consider more people have access to viewing the cameras.
Possibly adding the BOD to the authorized viewers.
Tim S reported all locks and combos have been changed due to the termination of our handyman.

Elizabeth S. resigned from the BOD. She will finish membership and ballots as a member volunteer, as
well as continue on with the newsletter at this time. The BOD voted to temporarily put Suzan D in the
secretary position until Dina returns from vacation, at that time Dina will be asked to be the new
secretary since she is running uncontested.
Meeting adjourned

